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Abstract
The thesis focuses on the biases appearing when decision makers are asked to give numerical
preference statements on attribute weights in multiattribute value tree analysis (MAVT). The thesis
focuses on two problems. First, different attribute weight elicitation methods yield different
weights although they are based on the same theoretical principles. Second, the attribute weights
change when the structure of a value tree is varied. We run two experiments to study the
differences between five different weight elicitation methods (Analytic Hierarchy Process, direct
weighting, Simple Multi Attribute Rating Technique, SWING weighting, and tradeoff weighting)
and to study how verbal expressions are used in preference elicitation. The weighting methods do
yield different weights. These differences originate from the way decision makers restrict their
responses depending on the numbers that the methods explicitly or implicitly propose. With the
biases related to the structural variation of value trees we first point out that earlier experiments are
insufficient because they have drawn conclusions of individual behavior based on averages over
large group of subjects. In an experiment we then show that the weights change when the structure
of a value tree changes because the subjects again give numbers to describe their preferences so
that they clearly favor some response scales. We propose, based on the results from our
experiments and earlier observations, that two same origins for many different problems in
attribute weighting are that the decision makers give numbers that reflect ordinal information on
preferences only and that the weights are normalized to sum up to one. The decision makers’
interpretation of the numbers that they use differs from the assumptions of value theory. One way
to avoid these problems is to develop more interactive weighting procedures. Different weighting
methods should be combined and decision makers should interactively evaluate the results during
the weighting. The role of the interactiveness was tested in two experiments. The other focused on
the so called preference programming techniques that were tested in a group decision making
situation. The other experiment showed that the increased awareness of the methodology can
decrease the biases.
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1 Introduction
In making decisions involving multiple objectives we have to consider non-commensurable and conflicting
goals and weigh them against each other. To support our decision making and to justify our choices we
make statements on the importance of these goals. For example, in selecting a new job I could state that
“my most important goal is to maximize my salary.“ Yet, I would not select a job where salary is only 10
FIM higher compared to other jobs if that job is otherwise worse than the other ones. It is not clear how the
statements on the importance of goals should be interpreted. Multiattribute value tree analysis (MAVT)
attempts to give these statements a specific meaning and uses this type of preference statements to support
the decision making process.
In MAVT decision makers are asked to give numerical preference statements which are used to calculate
the attribute weights describing the trade off between objectives (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Dyer and Sarin,
1979). Theoretically sound attribute weighting is, however, subject to many biases (see e.g. Hogarth, 1980;
Weber and Borcherding, 1993; Borcherding et al., 1994). An example is the splitting bias referring to a
phenomenon that an attribute receives more weight if it is split into subattributes (Weber et al., 1988;
Borcherding and von Winterfeldt, 1988). Nevertheless, it has been unclear where many of these phenomena
originate from. They may originate from the behavior of the decision makers or from the procedures used
in the weighting. Furthermore, there does not exist guidelines for practitioners how to avoid these traps.
This thesis deals with these issues and presents new experimental results related to the weighting biases in
the MAVT framework.
The motivation to do experimental research related to attribute weighting biases is the increased use of the
decision analysis methods in aiding public decision making (for a review of applications see Corner and
Kirkwood, 1992). Value tree analysis has been found to be a useful tool especially in energy policy and
environmental decision making problems (Hämäläinen, 1988; 1990; Keeney et al., 1986; Keeney and
McDaniels,1992; Marttunen and Hämäläinen, 1995; Miettinen and Hämäläinen, 1997). Attribute weights
play a key role in identifying the opinions of stakeholders. Thus it should be made sure that stakeholders
interpret attribute weights in the same way and that other factors, like the choice of a particular weight
elicitation method, do not affect the results. The experiments run in the controlled laboratory conditions are
needed because in that way the different factors affecting the weights can be separated and studied. One
should note, however, that laboratory experiments are not the same as real applications (see also Hobbs,
1986; Fraser et al., 1992). The student subjects do not have commitment towards the final results and they
are not involved in the problem structuring. Although this thesis presents results from experiments that are
mainly run with students we want to stress that the ideas presented in this thesis should be tested with real
applications. This should be the main direction for future research.
The thesis consists of two main topics. The first topic is the comparison of different attribute weight
elicitation methods. Paper [I] presents an experiment where the use of words in preference elicitation is
studied. Five different weight elicitation methods are compared in paper [II] that presents results from an
experiment run through the Internet. As far as we know, this is the first time when an experimental study
related to attribute weighting used the Internet in data collection. In this thesis, however, the special issues
related to modern information technology are discussed only briefly (see Appendix A of publication [II]).
Paper [III] focuses particularly on group decision making and interactive weighting. Paper [III] presents
through an experiment how a new weighting method, Preference Programming (Salo and Hämäläinen,
1995), and a related software (Hämäläinen and Kettunen, 1994) work in a realistic decision making
situation.
The second topic of the thesis is the structural variation of value trees. Attribute weights should not change
if the way to present attributes is slightly varied. Attribute weights should remain the same even if
attributes are divided or if the objectives are organized in a value tree in a new way. In paper [IV] we
describe some problems appearing in the earlier studies on the biases related to the structural variation of
value trees. In the earlier studies the averages over large group of subjects are used to describe the behavior
of individual decision makers. We suggest that based on those results one cannot conclude that biases
appear at the individual level. The ideas presented in paper [IV] were tested in an experiment reported in
paper [V]. Structural variation of value trees indeed affects the weights of individual subjects. We also
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present some possible explanations for the phenomena reported in paper [V]. Paper [V] also summarizes
how many of the phenomena related to the attribute weighting have the same origins.
Although we know that weighting biases appear in experiments we do not have any reports whether they
appear in real situations or not. Neither there exist any guidelines for practitioners how to avoid the biases.
The attribute weighting experiments so far differ from practical situations so that weighting have not been
interactive. This is a clear shortage in our experiments too. Paper [VI] discusses how much the
interactiveness in the weight elicitation and the learning of the methodology alone affect the weighting
biases appearing when the structure of a value tree is changed. The rest of this summary briefly presents the
main results in papers [I] -[VI].

2 Multiattribute Value Tree Analysis
Throughout this work I deal with multiattibute value tree analysis only. Value tree analysis is one
methodology that is today used in practice to support decision making and that is implemented on many
user-friendly softwares. MAVT is not, however, the only methodology developed for multi objective
decision making situations. There is a wide range of methods based on multiobjective optimization. Details
of many of these methods can be found for example from Steuer (1986). So called outranking methods,
such as ELECTRE and PROMETHEE, ask decision makers only ranking information and aim at finding
outranking relations between alternatives that finally lead to one dominating alternative (see e.g. Roy,
1990). Psychological research attempts to find models that describe as accurately as possible the way
people do make decisions involving multiple objectives. These ideas are used, for example, in marketing
research where methods such as conjoint analysis (see e.g. Green and Srinivasan, 1990) are widely used. It
is actually shown in experiments that models like prospect theory better describe the human behavior than
utility or value theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Korhonen et al., 1990). However, it is not yet proved
which methodology is superior to support decision making process.
Value tree analysis is not necessarily the winner among the methods but it is at this moment used in
practice. Especially the Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1984; 1990), which is in practice used in the
same way than other value tree methods, has made its way to many practical applications. It is not anymore
a tool of academic interest only. These methods are traditionally used in situations where the decision
making problems are extremely complex and involve a lot of qualitative and subjective elements. Typically
the decisions are long term strategic decisions when it is justified to go through extensive and expensive
analysis. Examples of such problems are strategic energy decisions (e.g. Hämäläinen, 1988; 1990; Keeney
et al., 1986; Keeney and McDaniels, 1992;), decisions on research project selection (e.g. Islei et al., 1991;
Gear and Read, 1993), and organizational planning problems (Belton et al., 1997). However, especially the
AHP is used also with smaller scale problems where it is used to capture expert opinions and values. In
these cases the value tree methodology does not provide the whole framework for the analysis but is used
to solve some smaller subproblems where there is a need to take many criteria and subjective opinions
explicitly into account. These applications do not necessarily end up to be reported in scientific articles that
usually focus on complex, public policy applications. Furthermore, these analyses are usually done by
people who are not very familiar with the methodological details.
One advantage of value tree methodology is indeed that it is basically simple method for decision makers to
understand and for everybody to use. Simplicity does not mean, however, that the method would always be
used and understood correctly. Theoretical details of value theory can be found from Krantz et al. (1971),
Keeney and Raiffa (1976), and Dyer and Sarin (1979). Value tree analysis is suitable for decision making
problems where there exists a discrete set of alternatives that are evaluated with respect to a set of
quantitative or qualitative attributes. The alternative x is described as a set of outcomes, called also
consequences, (x1, ..., xn), where n is the number of attributes. This thesis does not consider utility theory,
i.e. probability and utility function, related issues. Thus, the analysis is restricted to the cases where the
consequences of alternatives do not include uncertainty. The component value of each consequence xi ,
vi (xi ), is described either with a value function or the decision maker gives values directly (rating). These
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values are normalized to be between 0 and 1. With additive value model the overall value of an alternative
is
v(x) = ∑ i =1 w i vi ( xi ) ,
n

where wi is the weight of an attribute i. The attribute weight reflects the relative importance of the change
in the attribute from the worst attribute level to the best attribute level. The attribute weights are usually
normalized to sum up to one. This additive value model can be used only if the attributes are mutually
preferentially independent (see details in Keeney and Raiffa (1976)). This is often not the case and most
often the assumption is not even validated. However, additive structure for preferences is assumed because
it is simple and with that model the attribute weights have a more intuitive interpretation. In this thesis we
assume that the decision making problem is structured in a way that we can assume the value function to be
additive.
There exist many weighting methods that use different questioning procedures to elicit weights wi , such as
SMART (Edwards, 1977) and SWING weighting (von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986; Edwards and
Barron, 1994). This thesis studies especially the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1980; 1994)
that is in principle a separate methodology based on different theoretical assumptions. The discussion on
the relation between the AHP and multiattribute value tree analysis, however, is going on. Many
researchers think that the AHP and value tree analysis are both based on value theory (see Salo and
Hämäläinen, 1997, and the rejoinders). In this thesis the AHP is treated as one multiattribute value tree
weighting method because the weight elicitation questions presented to the decision maker are almost the
same with these two groups of methods and thus they should lead to the same attribute weights.
The attributes are organized as a value tree (called also as an objectives hierarchy or a decision hierarchy)
where the groups of attributes are called as objectives (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Keeney, 1992). In the
AHP vocabulary the attributes and also the objectives at the upper levels of a value tree are called criteria.
In the papers of this thesis both the terms attribute and criterion are used. Figure 1 shows an example of a
value tree that was used in paper [III] to evaluate traffic plans in Helsinki metropolitan area.

Traffic plan

Financing of Investments

Effective use of land

Energy Consumption

Urban scenery

Pollution

Total costs: investments
and maintenance

Socio Economic
Influences

Environment

Individual travelling costs

Timing of travelling

Travelling comfort

Travelling duration

Level of Personal
service

Figure 1: An example of a value tree.

The formulation of the value tree is not an easy task and takes most of the time in real applications. Value
trees should include all relevant aspects but still be as small as possible, the attributes included into a value
tree should be preferentially independent of each other if the additive value model is used, and a value tree
should represent the opinions of all the stakeholders. Phillips (1984), Gregory and Keeney (1994), and
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Belton et al (1997), among others, give good overviews of problems and solutions in problem formulation.
The value tree formulation should be a process involving all the stakeholder groups and thus is a group
decision making situation. The role of the facilitator is crucial in this process.
In a value tree the weights are elicited either by weighting all the lowest level attributes simultaneously
(non-hierarchical weighting) or by weighting attributes and objectives within one branch at a time and
multiplying the local weights through the value tree (hierarchical weighting). Figure 2 shows examples of
these two ways to weight attributes. One should note that in the analysis only the final attribute weights are
needed. With non-hierarchical weighting the decision maker is not asked to weight objectives and these
weights are actually not needed at all. The weight of an objective at the upper level is by definition the sum
of the attribute weights below. A problem with non-hierarchical weighting is that in real applications the
total number of attributes presented to a decision maker at one time may be very large. The details of value
tree analysis and weighting methods can be found from (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; von Winterfeldt and
Edwards, 1986; Weber and Borcherding, 1993) and from papers [IV], [II], and [VI].

hierarchical weighting
0.30

non-hierarchical weighting

0.70

0.40

0.60

0.20

0.12

0.18

0.14

0.30
0.21

0.50

0.12

0.18

0.14

0.21

0.35

0.35
0.30

0.70

Fig
ure 2: In hierarchical weighting weights are elicited and normalized within each level and branch at the
time, the final attribute weights are calculated by multiplying the local weights down through the tree. In
non-hierarchical weighting all the lowest level weights are elicited simultaneously.

3 Comparison between attribute weight elicitation methods
Differences between weighting methods
The interpretation of an attribute weight within value theory is the same regardless of the weighting
method. The attribute weight reflects the relative importance of the change in the attribute from the worst
attribute level to the best attribute level. This interpretation of a weight is not followed within all multi
criteria decision making methods. For example, outranking methods try to avoid this interpretation for
weights.
Most of the weighting methods used in value trees elicit the weights by focusing on the comparisons
between two attributes at the time (the AHP, SMART, SWING, Tradeoff weighting). The decision makers
are asked to give weight ratios. In SMART, for example, the decision maker is asked to identify the least
important attribute and compare other attributes against this least important attribute. It is surprising that
the methods yield different weights although they are based on similar statements on weight ratios (see e.g.
Hobbs, 1980; Schoemaker and Waid, 1982; Belton, 1986; Borcherding et al., 1991; Srivastava et al. 1995;
Olson et al. 1995). One clear difference between the methods is the way how the ranges of attributes are
presented in the elicitation questions. For example, in the AHP the attribute range is not presented at all,
while in SWING a longer questioning form tries to ensure that the decision maker is really thinking the
presented attribute ranges. The range effect presented by von Nitzsch and Weber (1993) and Fischer (1995)
proposes that decision makers ignore the attribute ranges with the weighting methods that do not stress it.
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The decision makers are, however, willing to answer the questions asking very generic "importance" of
attributes (Korhonen and Wallenius, 1995; Belton and Gear, 1997; Salo and Hämäläinen, 1997). This
means that decision makers have some intuitive interpretation for weights but the weight is not necessarily
reflecting the attribute range of that particular problem (see also paper [VI]). Yet, the differences between
the weighting methods may partly originate from the way the elicitation questions introduce the meaning of
an attribute weight to decision makers. This hypothesis was tested in the experiment of paper [II]. With the
AHP the attribute ranges were either presented or not while otherwise the questions were kept the same.
There were no clear differences between these modes, but in that experiment this result is partly explained
by the experimental design.
In addition to the formulation of the elicitation question another difference between the weighting methods
is the numerical scale that they explicitly or implicitly use. An extreme case is the AHP that restricts the
decision makers responses so that they can use only few numbers, integers from one to nine (Saaty, 1980,
1994). This scale restricts the resulting weights. Furthermore, the integers lead to an uneven distribution of
weights (Salo and Hämäläinen, 1997). For example, the change of the weight ratio from 1 to 2 leads to big
changes in weights whereas the change in weights is almost invisible when the weight ratio is changed
from from 8 to 9. Salo and Hämäläinen (1997) proposed new balanced scales that allow to reach weights
that cover the range from 0 to 1 evenly. One such scale is used in papers [I] and [II] to see how the change
of the scale affects weights. With this scale the integers from 1 to 9 are replaced with numbers 1, 1.22,
1.50, 1.86, 2.33, 3.00, 4.00, 5.67, and 9.00. The main conclusion from both papers [I] and [II] is that the
change of the evaluation scale used in the AHP affects the weights considerably.
The AHP also uses verbal expressions to help the decision makers to describe the strength of their
preferences. The results of paper [I] suggest that the use of verbal expressions in preference elicitation
includes many risks. The words are highly context dependent so that the numerical interpretation of the
word varies from one decision making situtation to another depending on the set of alternatives or attributes
compared at the time. There are also interpersonal differences. Generally the decision makers fail to
understand the relationship between the verbal exressions and numbers. The same result appears also in
paper [II] where subjects used the words equally often although the corresponding numbers varied (see
Table 1). For example, with the nine point integer scale the verbal statement “strongly more important“ is
connected with the weight ratio 5 whereas with the balanced scale the same ratio is 2.33. With both scales,
however, the decision makers use this verbal statement equally often. There is a clear analogy between the
use of words in preference elicitation and the use of words in probablility assessment (for a review see
Budescu and Wallsten, 1995). The context dependency of the preferences is an interesting research
question and the consequences and possible sources of biases in this area have not yet been thoroughly
studied in connection with value trees (Goldstein, 1990; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992; Tversky and
Simonson, 1993).

Scale
1-to-9
Balanced

Verbal statement
Equally important
Slightly more important
Strongly more important
Very strongly more important
Extremely more important

7%
7%
19%
15%
22%
8%
13%
3%
6%

6%
6%
14%
11%
18%
14%
19%
5%
7%

Table 1: The percentages show how often each verbal expression was used with different evaluation scales
(data from paper [II]).
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Other weight elicitation techniques do not give evaluation scales explicitly, but they implicitly propose
numbers that the decision makers tend to use. The weighting methods compared in paper [II] do yield
different weights, but we propose that the differences originate from the way decision makers select
numbers to describe their preferences. The decision makers increase or decrease the given starting numbers
by almost even steps and restrict their responses according to the number that they start with. The SMART,
for example, asks the decision maker to give 10 to the least important attribute and evaluate other attributes
against this starting point. With this method decision makers tend to use numbers that are multiples of ten.
A decision maker uses, for example, numbers 10, 20 , 40 and 70 in case of four attributes. The same
decision makers, however, may use numbers 70, 80, 90, and 100 for the same attributes while weighting
with SWING that asks the decision maker to start by giving 100 point for the most important attribute. This
kind of restrictions of the evaluation scales affect the weights. Our results suggest that this is the main
origin leading to the differences in the weights elicited with different weighting methods. The decision
makers use numbers that reflect the rank of attributes only against the underlying theoretical assumptions.
Weighting methods converge
Are the numbers used in connection with a weighting method an essential feature that defines that method?
The answer is no because with every weighting method it is allowed to use any numbers. Other scales can
be used with the AHP and one can start the SMART procedure from whatever number. Are there any
characteristics that make the weighting methods different? The weighting methods are approaching each
other in formulating the elicitation question (Edwards and Barron, 1994; Salo and Hämäläinen, 1997) and
new softwares combine different methods efficiently (e.g. Hämäläinen and Lauri, 1993). For example, from
the point of view of a user there is no difference in the AHP and SMART questions if the same evaluation
scale is used with both methods. The methods do have attractive special features like the consistency
checking in the AHP and the incorporation of attribute ranges into the SWING questions. These features of
the weighting methods, however, can easily be combined and the weighting procedures can de adapted for
a particular application. There is no superior weighting method. The researchers should focus more on the
procedures how the methods are used in practice in interaction with decision makers and how the decision
makers interpret the results instead of searching for superior theoretical base for the methods.
One promising direction to develop weighting methods to be more practical is to make them more
interactive and use more computer support. So called preference programming techniques are value tree
methods where the interactive weight elicitation is an essential part of the methods (Salo and Hämäläinen,
1992; 1995). With preference programming methods the weight elicitation questions can basically follow
whatever value tree method such as AHP or SMART. The key idea is that decision makers do not give
single numbers to describe their preferences but instead they give intervals of numbers for weights and
values. These preference intervals are interactively revised until dominances between the alternatives are
found (Salo and Hämäläinen, 1992; Salo and Hämäläinen, 1995). These methods are suggested to be
especially useful in group decision making as the intervals of preference statements can be used to describe
the diversity of opinions within a group (Hämäläinen et al., 1991; Hämäläinen and Leikola, 1994). The new
method and the related information technology are tested in paper [III] in a group decision making
situation. The paper showed that the use of this kind of a method can stimulate and structure the discussion
and helps the groups to proceed in a controlled way.
Although only one weighting method was used in paper [III] there are still many ways to proceed in a
group. The experiment in paper [III] studied differences between two procedures used to guide the
interaction between the decision makers. In this case clear differences between the procedures did not show
up but it was clear that each group was progressing on its own way. Most probably the results of the paper
would look the same even if the weight elicitation questions would have followed another weighting
method procedure. The weighting method itself is not the essential ingredient in stimulating the discussion.
The weighting methods are only tools used in the analysis and the main thing is to focus on the process
how they are used.
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4 Consequences of structural variation of value trees
In addition to different weighting methods another source affecting the attribute weights against theoretical
expectations is the structure of a value tree. First papers reporting that the structure of the value tree
unexpectedly affects the attribute weights are Stillwell et al. (1987), Weber et al., (1988), and Borcherding
and von Winterfeldt (1988). Since then, very few new studies have appeared. All these experiments are run
with students and the conclusions on the changes in weights are mainly based on the averages of weights
over large groups of subjects. In paper [IV] we show that by averaging the weights one looses information
on the actual extent and origin of the biases. In the worst case the averages are nobody’s opinions. Thus,
one cannot conclude how the biases appear at the individual level (see Figure 3). In paper [IV] we also
show that weighting methods that use the rank of attributes only in weight calculation, such as SMARTER
(Edwards and Barron, 1994; Barron and Barrett, 1996), lead to biased weights if the attributes are divided
into subattributes although the decision maker is fully consistent in his evaluations.

1

0.53

A

0.47

2

B

A1

A2

B1

B2

B3

B4

0.21

0.16

0.20

0.17

0.11

0.15

0.36

0.64

0.23

A

A1

A2

0.14

0.07
0.21

0.77

B1

0.23

B

B2

B3

B4

0.17

0.18

0.21

0.79

Figure 3: The value tree 1 shows the splitting bias for averages of weights and the value tree 2 shows
consistent weights of one subject that was included in the averages of the tree 1 (data from paper [V]).

Paper [IV] is a note that criticizes the earlier experiments. The main conclusion of paper [IV] is that we do
not know whether the attribute weights change for an individual decision maker depending on the structure
of a value tree and why this may happen. The answers for these questions were looked for in Paper [V] that
presents results from a new experiment studying the division of attributes in a value tree. First result of the
paper is that the weighting biases indeed appear differently if the conclusions are based on the averages of
weights instead of weights from individual subjects (see Figure 3). Second result of the paper is that also at
the individual level there are biases in weights. The changes in weights depend, however, on the subject
and on the structure of the value tree. The division of an attribute, for example, can decrease as well as
increase the weight of an attribute. The main result of the paper is that an origin for the biases in weights is
that the subjects give numbers to describe their preferences so that they clearly favor some response scales.
They behave in the same way than in the experiment of paper [II]. Basically subjects give numbers that
reflect ordinal information on preferences only. In this way they interpret the numbers differently than what
the theory of value measurement assumes. The use of restricted response scales and the normalization of
weights together lead to biases in weights if the structure of a value tree is changed.
It is important to know the origins for biases so that they can be avoided in practice. Real world
applications do not report on any problems in weight elicitation in value trees. It has been suggested that
the interactive weight elicitation eliminates the biases (Weber and Borcherding, 1993; Marttunen and
Hämäläinen, 1995). This has not, however, been systematically tested. In paper [VI] we present preliminary
thoughts how the learning of the methodology can reduce biases in weights when the structure of a value
tree is changed. The experiments were run in the same way as the original studies on the splitting bias and
the range effect (Weber et al., 1988; von Nitzsch and Weber, 1993). The groups are, however, small and
thus these experiences are very preliminary.
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5 Connections between weighting biases
Together the results in papers [II], [IV], and [V] show that two origins for many weighting biases are that
decision makers give numbers that reflect the rank of attributes only and that weights are normalized to
sum up to one so that they depend on each other. In paper [V] it is proposed that a group of weighting
biases originates from these two sources (see Figure 4). We suggest that the differences between the
weighting methods and the changes in weights when the structure of the value tree is changed are results
from decision makers’ tendency to give ranking information only of attributes. In the AHP there appears
the rank reversal phenomenon that originates from the normalization of component values (Belton and
Gear, 1983; Salo and Hämäläinen, 1997). The so called number-of-attribute-levels effect in conjoint
analysis has been shown to originate from the use of ordinal information: decision makers are asked or they
anyway give only ranks of alternatives (Wittink et al., 1982; 1989; Steenkamp and Wittink, 1994). The
summary of these two sources for the biases is not yet fully tested and the framework presented in Figure 4
is meant to be a proposal to stimulate future research.

Weighting methods
yield different weights

Number-of-attributelevels effect in
conjoint analysis

Hierarchical
weighting leads to
steeper weights

Decision makers
only give ordinal
information

Range effect

Averages over a
group yield even
weights

Normalization
Rank reversal in
AHP

Division of attributes
changes weights

Splitting bias with
weighting methods
based on ranking

Figure 4: Different biases and theoretical problems in attribute weighting originate from the decision
makers’tendency to give ordinal information on preferences only and from the normalization of weights.

6 Conclusions
To conclude this thesis work I want to raise up three main conclusions that are further elaborated in this
chapter:
• In practice there are no differences between the weighting methods and any value tree weighting
method is equally acceptable.
• The biases in weights are real. The structure of a value tree and the selection of weighting methods
affect results. The biases originate from the used weighting procedures as well as from the behavior of
decision makers.
• The origins for many of these phenomena are the same. When the origins are known, it is possible to
develop the analysis procedures to be bias-free.
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This far the results found in experiments have had too little impact on the practice of weight elicitation. The
main message for practitioners is that all the different methods are equally applicable. None of the methods,
however, should be used without an analyst who is able to guide the decision maker through consistency
checkings and knows the details and weak points of each method. All the possible sources of biases cannot
be controlled in practice. Thus, it is a challenge to develop the analysis procedures so that only the most
relevant consistency checkings are made.
Still, we have not seen any reports on biases in connection with applications. One simple reason for this is
that in practice the existence of the biases is not checked. All the phenomena discussed in this thesis are
based on more or less controlled laboratory experiments. The laboratory experiments are not the same as
real situations and there are several sources of errors in experiments itselves. The results on biases also vary
from one experiment to another. Generally the link from controlled experiments to practical situations is
not straightforward. However, there exists at least one exception. The experimental setup resembles the
situation of survey studies and in this sense the laboratory results already warn that the weighting biases
appear when people are asked the attribute weighting type of questions on paper without further interaction
with them.
The interactive weight elicitation has the key role in practical weighting and should be the main direction
for future studies on attribute weighting. With many multicriteria decision making techniques based on
optimization the interactive evaluation of alternatives at each step is the essential part of the methodology.
Also in that field the behavioral aspects of the interactiveness start to get more attention (Buchanan, 1994;
Korhonen and Wallenius, 1996). A normal part of computerized weighting is the interactive evaluation of
the results during the weighting. Yet, the computer implementation of the weighting methods has not
received as much attention as it should receive.
The comparison of individual weighting techniques with individual decision makers without interactive
weighting process in a laboratory experiment is a relatively easy task. With interactiveness and, especially,
with a group of decision makers the experimental research on attribute weighting is far more complicated.
Group decision making has its own special features. The interactiveness is often combined with computer
support. The role of computer interface and the interactiveness should be separated in research setups. The
facilitator has a major role in real life decision making when these types of methods are used. These several
factors make it much more difficult to study interactiveness. The more affecting factors we have the more
difficult it is to test them in real life situations in a controlled way. In future the main new results should
emerge from carefully designed case studies.
In my opinion these case studies should start by raising up the role of a facilitator. The basic assumption is
that an analyst, whose responsibility is to elicit the decision maker’s preferences, is skillful and aware of
the biases. However, we do not know yet whether a facilitator is enough to prevent the biases in weights. In
the case studies the biases should be checked throughout the weighting process with extra questions that,
for example, check what happens if an attribute is divided. The analyst makes comparisons between
different weights and ask a decision maker elaborate on the inconsistencies. In this way we should end up
with a set of bias-free weights. The inconsistencies in weights that have appeared tell us about the extent of
this type of problems in practice. After we have some more knowledge how the weighting in a real
situation proceeds with a facilitator, we should add research questions related to, for example, computer
aid. The big question is whether decision support methods, such as value tree analysis or the AHP, ever
describe reliably the preferences of decision makers without the help of an analyst.
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